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We consider the problem of the transmission of correlated Gaussian data 
over a memoryless channel of finite capacity. The  performance criterion is /3,  
the mean-squared error. Let /3 (N)  be the min imum attainable value of /3  when 
the transmission is done by means of block coding with block length N. The  
Shannon Theory asserts the existence of an ideal mean-squared error fl0 such 
that (i) D(N) ~ fl0, and (ii) /3(N) -+ flo as N --~ o~. We are concerned here 
with the rate of convergence, and our principal results is that 
/3(N) -- fl0 ~ O[(log N/N)I/~]. 
l .  INTRODUCTION 
We are interested in the following problem. Suppose that we have an 
analog data source whose output is a stationary but correlated Gaussian 
time series, the components of which are emitted at a rate of one per second. 
We wish to transmit this data through a channel (which may be noisy or 
noiseless) of capacity C nats/sec. Our problem is the determination of the 
minimum possible mean-squared error. 
Specifically we shall study the communication system of Fig. 1. The 
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FIG. 1. Communication system. 
output of the source is a sequence X(1), X(2) .... of Gaussian random 
variables with 
EX(k) = O, 1 ~ k < 0% (1.1a) 
and 
E[X(k) X(k ÷ n)] = R,(n), ( lAb) 
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l <~ k < oo, 
0~<n<~.  
643/2o]3-I 
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The source outputs X(k) appear at the rate of one per second. We shall 
assume that the covariance function R~(n) is such that there exists a 
"spectrum" S(f) defined for --½ ~< f <~ ½ such that 
, -1 /2  
R,(n) = S(f) e ~2~"I df, n = O, 1, 2,.... (1.2a) 
"--112 
Further, we shall assume that S(f) is bounded and differentiable 
(--½ < f < ½), and that the derivative S'(f) satisfies a Lipschitz condition 
I s '(A) - s'(A)I ~ c IA -A  t ~, (1.2b) 
for some c > 0, 0 < v < 1. 
The spectrum S(f) has the following "physical" interpretation. Let 
X(t) be a continuous-time, stationary, band limited Gaussian random process 
with zero mean and two-sided spectral density S(f) for I f [  ~< 1/2, and 
zero elsewhere. Then the samples {X(k)}~ °, satisfy (1.1), where Rs(n ) is 
given by (1.2a). 
Now after N seconds, N source outputs X : (X(1),..., X(N)) have 
appeared at the coder input. The channel is a discrete memoryless channel 1
(which may or may not be noisy) with capacity C nats/sec which accepts 
inputs at a rate of p/sec. The coder contains a mapping of X to an allowable 
channel input n-vector S (where n : pN). Since it requires N seconds to 
transmit S, the system can process data continuously without a "backup" 
at the coder input. 
The decoder examines the channel output pN-vector R and emits an 
N-vector ~ which is hopefully "close" to X. The error criterion which 
we adopt is (the "mean-squared error") 
1 
D : ~E I IX - -X l l  2, (1.3) 
where "]] []" is the Euclidean norm and E denotes expectation. 
We shall assume that Rs(n ) and the channel are held fixed for the entire 
paper. Denote by D(N), the smallest attainable value o f / )  when the system 
in Fig. 1 is operating with parameter N. The following is known about/9(N). 
Let fl satisfy 
0 < < R (O) fl/2 = S(f) df. 
*'--1/2 
1 Actually our results are valid for a broader class of channels. See the remark 
after Theorem 2 in Section 2. 
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Let Koo(/3) be the (unique) number such that 
Then set 
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(1.4) 
-~ 1/2 
01 = [2 fl/2 min(Koo2(/30), S2(f))dfl  , 
--1/2 
0~ = [fl/~ max[1 
--I12 
roo(/3o) 0] ]1/~ 
s(.t)  ' d j  / , 
s(f) 
Bo [2f ~ ,1/~ = s~( / )  dsj , 
~-1/2 
(1.7e) 
and ¢ > 0, a parameter related to the channel, is defined in Eq. (2.8), and 
2 Usual ly called the rate-distort ion function. 
(1.7c) 
(1.7d) 
where 
1 lo- S(f) R(fl) = f s(l)>~x~(o) 2 g ~ df. (1.5) 
The quantity R(fl) is the (equivalent) rate of the source 2 for an error of ft. 
It is easy to show that R(fl) is continuous and (strictly) decreases from c~ 
to 0, as/3 increases from 0 to gs(0 ). Let flo (0 < flo ~ Rs(O)) be the (unique) 
solution of 
R(flo) = C. 
Then it is known (Gallager, 1968) that 
(i) D(N) ~ fl0, (1.6a) 
(ii) D(N) --~ rio, as N-~ ~.  (1.6b) 
We are concerned here with the rate at which D(N) approaches the idea 
fi0, and our principal result is that subject o conditions (1.2) on S(f), 
D(N) ~/30 + (A + E)(log N/N)I/2 + o[(log N/N)I/2], as N-~ oo (1.7a) 
where • ~ 0 is arbitrary, and 
A = K~(/3o ) O~ + 0 a + B o + (p~)t/~, (1.7b) 
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p is the rate at which the channel processes inputs. Thus D(N) converges 
to the ideal/3 o at least as fast as (log N/N)I/L 
Let us remark here that a similar, though slightly stronger result was 
obtained (Wyner, 1968) for the special case of a memoryless Gaussian 
source, i.e., Re(n)= 0, n ~> 1. Based on the technique given in that 
reference, Bunin and Wolf (1971) showed that 
o 
as in (1.7) for the special case of a noiseless channel and the Gauss-Markov 
source, Rs(n ) = e-~[nI. They also obtained a weaker estimate for the same 
source but with a noisy channel. Also a similar result was obtained by Pilc 
(1968) for discrete memoryless ources with a large class of distortion 
measures. 
2. STATEMENT AND DISCUSSION oF RESULTS 
As usual, we separate the coder into two parts as shown in Fig. 2. 
The first part, called the source encoder or quantizer is a mapping Q of the 
source output N-vector X to a set ~ ___ ~N (Euclidean N-space) with M 
FIG. 2. Decomposition of the encoder. 
members. We denote the resulting mean-squared "quantization error" by 
D o ---- ( I /N)  E ][ X --  Q(X)][ 2. (2.1) 
The second part of the encoder, called the channel encoder, associates with 
each of the M possible Q(X), a channel input (pN)-vector S. The decoder, at 
the receiving end of the channel, associates with each possible received 
pN-vector R one of the M members of ~9 ° say -~. Let P~ = Pr{~ :#- Q(X)}, 
be the probability of a transmission error, and denote the mean-squared 
transmission error by 
D r = ( l /N)  E]l Q(X) --  X II 2. (2.2) 
Clearly, 
Dr  ~ ( l /N)  Pe max H Yl - -  Y2 II 2. (2.3) 
Yl 'Y2 ~'~ 
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Further, it follows from the inequality 
E1/~ II Y1 + Y2 II ~ ~-~ E1/2 [] ](1 It ~ + E1/~ ]] Y2 H 2, 
that the overall mean-squared rror 
/) ~< [D~/2 + D~/z] 2. (2.4) 
Thus it would be nice to have both n o and/)r small. Consider the param- 
eter M, the number of members in the image set 50 of the quantizer O. 
In the interest of minimizing n o we would like M large. However, in the 
interest of minimizing P~, and therefore Dr,  we would like M small. The 
proper compromise yields our result (1.7). The following theorems indicate 
just how to choose M. The first is proved in Section 3. The second was 
proved by Shannon (1957). 
THEOREM 1 (Source Encoding). Let the random N-vector X be as above, 
let 0 < flo < Rs(O), and let E, a > 0 be arbitrary. Then there exists a 
quantizer Q with parameters N and M with 
M <~ exp{N[R(fio) --  a(log N/N)I/2]} (2.5) 
such that the quantization error 
Do ~< fl0 + (A0 + E)(log N/N)1~ ~ + o[(log N/N)1~2], as N --* 0% (2.6a) 
where 
A o ~ K~(flo ) O~ + 01 + Bo + a. (2.6b) 
Further, Q is such that for all x ~ ~,  
( l /N)  [l Q(x)li ~ < 2R,(0). (2.7) 
Let us consider now the discrete memoryless channel defined by an 
input set {1, 2 , . ,  K}, an output set {1, 2 , . ,  J) and a set of transition 
probabilities P( j  I k), 1 ~ j ~ J, 1 ~ k ~ K. Corresponding to each 
input probability distribution ~c {Pk}~=l, there is a joint distribution p(k, j )  = 
P ( j  ] k) Pk on the product of the input and output sets. The random variable 
i(k, j) = log Z~,=lP~'P(J I k') ' 1 <~ k <~ K, ~ <~ j < J. 
is called the "information" or "information density." The channel capacity 
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C = p max{~e} Ei (in nats/sec), where the maximization is performed with 
respect to all possible input distributions. Let {Pk*}f=l be a maximizing 
input distribution, and let i*(k,j) be the corresponding information. Then 
define 
~b = 2 var(i*) = 2E(i *~) --  2(C/p) 2. (2.8) 
THEOI~M 2 (Shannon). Let {an}n~=x be a sequence which tends to zero 
from above. Then there exists an n-dimensional code (for the channel described 
above) with M members such that 
M >~ exp{n[(C/p) --  a~]}, (2.9) 
and (for any a priori distribution on the code words) error probability 
Pe <~ K exp(--nan~/~b), (2.10) 
when • is independent of n, and 4~ is defined by (2.8). 
Remark. Actually we can broaden the class of channels for which our 
main result (1.7) holds to include that class of channels for which Theorem 2 
holds for some constant ~b. This broadened class includes the Gaussian channel 
with signal to noise ratio P for which ~b ---- P(2 + P)/(1 + P)L Also note 
that for a noiseless channel, ~b = 0. 
Theorems 1 and 2 lead us directly to the proper choice of M and our 
main result. Since the channel encoder must encode each of the M possible 
values of Q(x) into channel inputs, we equate the M 's  of Theorems 1 and 2 
and obtain (from R(flo) ~ C and n = oN) 
I f  we then choose 
a ,  = (a/p)(log N/N)  1/~. (2.11) 
a = (p~b)l/~, (2.12) 
we have from Theorem 1, a quantization error 
~o  ~< fi0 q- (A -k ~)(log N/N)1~ 2-k o[(log N/N)1~2], as N ~ 0% (2.13) 
where A = K®(fio) 02 + 01 + tto + (p~)1/2 as in (1.7b). From (2.3) and 
(2.7) and Theorem 2 we have a transmission error 
Dr <~ 8Rs(0)P, ~< 8R,(0)x(1/N). (2.14) 
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Substituting (2.13) and (2.14) into (2.4), yields an overall mean-squared error 
D ~</3o + (A + E)(log N/N)X/~ + o[(log N/N)I/2], as N --~ oo. 
This is our result (1.7). 
It remains to establish Theorem 1. In order to ease the reader's burden 
as much as possible we will unroll the proof in stages in the following 
sections. In Section 3.1 we state two Lemmas (Lemmas 1 and 2) from which 
Theorem 1 follows directly. The proofs of the lemmas follow in Sections 3.2 
and 3.3, respectively. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
3.1 Two Lemmas and the Proof of Theorem 1 
Theorem 1 will follow easily from the following two lemmas, the proofs 
of which are given in the following sections. 
LEMMA 1. Let 0 ~ flo < Rs(O) and a > 0 and E > 0 be arbitrary. Then 
for each N = 1, 2,..., there exists an N-dimensional quantizer Q for the source 
output X with parameter M satisfying 
M <~ exp{N[R(flo) --  a(log N/N)I/~]}, (3.1.1) 
such that as N --* 0% 
Pr{(1/X) I] X -- Q(X)It ~ > fi0 + ~N} = o(log N/N)1~ ~, (3.1.2) 
where 8~r -~ (Ao --  Bo + E)[(log N/N)1~ ~] (and the constants A o and B o are 
defined in (2.6b) and (1.7e), respectively.) Further, Q is such that for all x ~ A re, 
iI 9(x)ll 2 < 2NR~(0), (3.1.3a) 
and 
LEMMA 2. 
be arbitrary. Let 
It x - Q(x)lr ~ II x II 3. (3.1.3b) 
Let B be an arbitrary (measurable) subset of A re, and let ~ > 0 
yn ---- (B o + ~)[(log N/N) l l  ~] 
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(where B o is defined by (1.7e)). Then, as N--~ o% 
J'x~B Iix II ~ Ps(x) dx ~< (Rs(0) q- 7N) Pr{B} + + o ], 
(3.1.4) 
where Ps(x) is the density for the random N-vector X, and 
Pr{B} = f x~B Ps(x) dx. 
We can now prove Theorem 1. With/30, a, , given, let Q be a quantizer 
which satisfies (3.1.1)-(3.1.3) in Lemma 1. Let the event B be the event 
{(l/N) [] X -- Q(X)I[ ~ >/3o + ~N} where 
3 N = (A o -- B o + ,)(log N/N)I/~ 
(as in Lemma 1). Then 
E [[ X -NQ(X)]I~ < (/30 "-]- 8N) q- Pr{B}E [- [1X --NQ(X)[]z [ X e B] , 
But from (3.1.3b), 
so that Lemma 2 yields 
[. II X -- Q(X)II 2 Pr{B}E / N 
II x - Q(x)II ~ ~ ILK?; 
l XE n] ~ Pr{B}E [11X[l~ [X ~ B] 
: f x~B-  
where 
(3.1.5) 
(3.1.6) 
II_~jf ~ [( log N ~1/~ 1 
Ps(x) dx <~ (Rs(O) + 7N) Pr{B} q- 7N + 0 tt N ] J' 
(3.1.7) 
71v = (Bo + E)(log N/N)1~ z. 
Pr{B} = o[(log N/N)I/2], 
Further from (3.1.2), 
so that (3.1.7) becomes 
[. II X - Q(X)I[ ~ Pr{B}E l N 
[x~n] ~ ~N+O [(_~)1/2], (3.1.8) 
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Finally, substituting (3.1.8) into (3.1.5) we obtain 
E(ll x - Q(x)I]2/N) ~</30 + 3 N + ~N -]- o[(log N/N)I/2] 
=/30 -]- (A0 -[- 2e)(log N/N)1~ 2-1- o[(log N/N)I/e], 
which is Theorem 1. Of course, from (3.1.3a), for all x ~Nn,  H Q(x)H ~ ~< 
2NR,(0) as required in Theorem 1. 
The proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 are given in the remainder of Section 3. 
In Section 3.2.1 we consider a representation of X by a random N-vector 
U with independent components, and in Section 3.2.2 we state a lemma 
found in Gallager (1968) (which he credits to Shannon (1959) and Goblick 
and Stiglitz). This lemma is the key to the proof of Lemma 1, which follows 
in Section 3.2.3. Lemma 2 is proved in Section 3.3. 
3.2 Proof of Lemma 1 
3.2.1 Karhunen-Loeve Representation f the Source Output 
Consider a segment of length N of the source time-series: 
X = (X(1), X(2) ..... X(N)). 
We can represent X in the discrete analog of the Karhunen-Loeve xpansion 
as  
N 
X = Z U,e~i, (3.2.1) 
i=1  
where the vectors ~ = (q~(1), q~i(2) ..... q~(N)) (1 ~< i ~< N) are the 
orthonormal eigenveetors of the equation 
N 
R(t -- -r) ~(r) = h~(t), 1 <~ t ~ N. (3.2.2) 
r= l  
The eigenvalues corresponding to the q'i are hi (1 ~< i ~< N). We assume 
that t 1 >~ h z >/ "-" >/A N . The coefficients Ui, 1 <~ i ~ N are independent 
Gaussian random variables with 
EU~ = 0, EU~ 2 : h,. (3.2.3) 
The eigenvalues hi (as well as the eigenvectors q,i) depend, of course, on N 
[since Eq. (3.2.2) depends on N]. When we wish to emphasize this dependence 
we will write h i ~ h~ N). 
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The following well-known facts about expansion (3.2.1) will be needed 
in the sequel: 
(1) Let x e~ N and say that x has representation x = ~1 u i~.  
Define the transformation Tx = (ul, u2 ,..., uN). Then T is linear, non- 
singular, and distance preserving: 
[1 x - -  y tl 2 = 11 T(x) - -  T(y)[[ ~. (3.2.4) 
Now let U ~ (UI ,  U~ ,..., UN) be the coefficient vector in the expansion 
of X in (3.2.1), i.e., U = T(X). Let Q be a quantization mapping of U. 
Then Q -~ T-1QT is a quantization mapping of X, and from (3.2.4) the 
quantization error of Q, 
E]l X --  T-aQT(X)[I ~ = E II U - Q(U)IIL 
the quantization error of Q. Thus in our quest for a source code or quantizer, 
we may consider source coding of the random N-vector O (which has 
independent components). 
(2) The eigenvalues A~ N) satisfy the following 
~N)< sup S(f) (3.2.5) 
1 R.(0) fl,, -~ _, = = S(f) df. (3.2.6) 
i=1  --1/2 
Also (Szego's Theorem, see Grenander and Szego (1958)) 
1 card{i: a < h} N) <~ b)= f,:a<S(])<b df, (3.2.7) 
for - -~  < a < b < ~,  where "card{ )" denotes cardinality. 
(3) Let 0 ~ fl ~ Rs(0) = ~¢V Am~i . Then define RN(fl) as follows: Let 
K ~- K~(fl) be such that 
¢~N) q_ ~ g = ft. (3.2.8a) 
~:a~m<x i:a~m>K 
Then let 
1 log K (3.2.8b) RN(fi)-  2N a(N)~>~K 
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Rn(fl) can be shown (Gallager, 1968) to be the equivalent rate for blocks 
of length N of our source (with distortion/3). From (3.2.7) we can easily 
show that 
Kn(fi) --~ K~o(/3), (3.2.9a) 
and  
RN(fi)-+ R(fi), (3.2.9b) 
where K®(fl) and R(fl) are defined in (1.5). Further, Wyner and Ziv (1971) 
have shown, for the class of spectra (1.2), that 
I RN(/3) -- R(/3)] ~< C¢o/N , (3.2.10) 
when the constant % depends on the spectrum S(f), but is independent of/3. 
3.2.2 Two More Lemmas 
The following lemma is a specialization of a result proved in Gallager 
(1968, Lemma 9.3.1, p. 452). The slight difference between our lemma 
and that of Gallager is explained in Appendix A. 
Let U be the random N-vector (of coefficients) defined in Section 3.2.1. 
Its probability density is 
pu(u) = (2~r)~/2 ti-in A~m~l/~ exp - -~  Ui~/2)t~ n) . 
i=1 i 1 i=1 
(3.2.11) 
Let P*tw(u, v) be a probability density on ~n x ~N for random vectors 
U, V which is consistent in the sense that the marginal density 
f, Pvv(U, v) dv = pv(u). (3.2.12) 
e~ N 
Corresponding to P~w, we can define the random variable ("information 
density") by 
where 
i(U, V) = log [p*v(U, V)/pu(U)Pv*(V)] , (3.2.13a) 
pv*(v) = f Np v(u, v) dtt. (3.2.13b) 
Also for any event S C ~n × ~?n, we denote by Pr*{S} the probability 
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of S under the P*uv density. Properties of quantizers and the P~v density 
are related by 
LEMMA 3. Let N : 1, 2,.. be given, and let P*vv be a consistent density 
on ~z~ × ~ as above. Then for d, Po , ~ > 0 and M = 1, 2,... arbitrary, 
there exists a quantizer Q with parameter M for the N-vector U such that 
II u - Q(U)II ~ Pr 
N 
where the events 
3 
> d I ~ ~ Pr*{S,} + expf--(M -- 1) e%N}, 
i=l 
& : {(ll u - V II~/N) > d}, 
S 2 = {(i(U; V)/N) > Po}, 
& : {(11 V [IS/N) > ~}. 
Further, Q is such that [1 Q I] ~< ~v and I1 u - -  Q(u)ll ~< II u If. 
A second lemma which we will need is stated below and proved ain Feller 
(1966). 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Set 
LEMMA 4 (Berry). Let 7h , i = 1, 2,..., N be a set of independent random 
variables for which 
E~Ti < ~,  l ~ i <~ N, 
E(~ i - E~i )  2 = var  ~Ti = ~ < 0% 1 ~<i~<N, 
(1/~ ~)E[~,-E~/~I 3 ~<A< o%i~<i~<X.  
and 
N 
YN= 2 ~¢ 
i~l 
N 
SN2 = 2 ¢Yi2" 
Then for all y > O, 
Pr{YN -- EYN > y} ~ e -~/28N2 + (33/4)(A/sn). 
Lemma 1 will follow directly when we specify the correct parameters 
z The  form of the lemma stated here is obtained f rom that in Feller by not ing that 
for x > 0, f~  (2rr) -1 e -~/2 du <~ e -~2/~. 
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in Lemma 3 and then use Lemma 4 to overbound Pr*{St}. We do this in 
Section 3.2.3. 
3.2.3 Proof of Lemma 1 
In order to apply Lemma 3 we must specify the density Pu*v as well as 
the parameters M, d, P0, and a. Let a, /3o, ~ be chosen for the proof of 
Lemma 1. For N = 1, 2 ..... let K = Ku(fio -b ~N) be the (unique) positive 
number satisfying 
N 
_1 Z min(K, A~ N)) =/3 0 @ ~N, (3.2.14a) 
where 
~t~ = (K~(fio) 02 -b a -b (c/2))(log N/N) 1/2. 
(K~o(fl) and 02 are defined in (1.7d).) Letting L =Liv = the number of 
A~ N)~K~¢, we can (recalling that A 1 ~A 2 ~h 8~' . .  />AN) rewrite 
(3.2.14a) as 
N 
KL -b ~ Ai = (rio -b ~N)N. (3.2.14b) 
i=L+l  
With K so defined, the density P*uv is the joint probability density which 
corresponds to letting 
U~ = V~ -k Z~, 1 ~< i ~ N, (3.2.15a) 
where the (Vi, Zi} N, are independent zero-mean Gaussian variates with 
variance 
IA i -K ,  1 ~i~L ,  
EVi l=  O, L+I  ~ i ~ N, (3.2.15b) 
and 
IK, 1 ~ i ~ L (3.2.15c) 
EZi2 = Ai, L -b 1 ~ i ~-~ N. 
Of course, Ui is a zero-mean Gaussian variate with variance Ai (1 ~ i ~ N) 
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so that Pv*v is consistent. Note that for this P~v, the average information is
I{U; v) = Ei(u; v) 
= Z i{u~ ; v~) = log (3.2.16/ 
g=l i=l 
= NRN(3 + ~N), 
where RN is defined in Eq. (3.2.8). 
Next we specify the required parameters for Lemma 3. Let 
d = 3 + ¢N + [01 + (e/2)](log N/N)X/2 
= 3 + (Ao -- Bo + E)(log N/N)1~ , (3.2.17a) 
Po = R(fi + fN) + [03 + (e/4)](log N/N)1~ 2, (3.2.17b) 
c~ = 2Rs(0), (3.2.17c) 
M = exp([R(3) -- a(log N/N)X/2]N). (3.2.17d) 
We now apply Lemma 3 with these parameters, and deduce the existence of 
a quantization Q of U (or, equivalently, a quantization Q of X) for which 
(3.1.3a) and (3.1.3b) are satisfied and 
t ,x  + + Pr 
N \ t¥  l ) 
8 
~< ~ Pr*(S,) + exp{--(M -- 1)e-°oN}. 
Z=l  
(3.2.18) 
Lemma 1 will follow when we show that the right member of (3.2.18) is 
o[(log N/N)I/2]. 
First consider 
Since (see Appendix B) 
aR(3) /d3  = - -  1/ Xo~(3), 
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and from (3.2.10), 
then 
Thus 
I R - -R  N[ ~%/N,  
R(fi) - -  RN( fi -t- ~)  = [~r/Ko~(fi)] -t- o(~N). 
(M -- 1) e -°oN = exp{N[(~N/K®(fi)) - - [a + 0 3 q- (e/4)](log N/N)  a/3 -I- o(seN)]. 
Since 
~N = K~(fi)[a q- 0~ q- (,/2)](log N/N)  1/3, 
we have 
and 
(M- -  1)e-ooN = exp 14 (NlogN)l/2(1 + o(1))I, 
exp{--(M -- 1) e-°o N} = o[(log N[N)I/~'], 
as required. 
We next eonsider the three probabilities Pr*{S,} (i---- 1, 2, 3). The last 
of these is easily overbounded by Chebyshev's inequality. 
Pr*{Sz} = Pr I [I -~ I-----~ /> 2R8(0)I ~< 
H v 11~[ 
var  N 
But 
E p  [I v II ~ N 
1 L 1L  1 x 
= ~E~.i_ V'~= ~- i -  (A , -  K )~ N~-i- )ti = R~(0), 
and 
v)  L 
var ( - -  - - -N f f l ]  []3 1 ~varV i  
1 
1± ,N 
N2 (Ai -- K) 2 ~< -~g ~, Ai 2 ~-~ S2(f)  df. 
1 1 
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Thus 
Pr*{S3} ~< O(1/N) = o[(log N/N)I/2]. 
The remaining two probabilities will be overbounded using Lemma 4. 
Consider first Pr*{S1} = Pr{ll U - V IP > dN}. Setting 
N 
YN = II u - v IP = ~ z? ,  
i=1 
we can apply Lemma 4 with ~/i = Zi ~. We can, by a direct computation, 
show that 
ai 2 = vat" ~/i : EZ~ 4 --  (EZi2) 2 = 2(EZi2) 2 
= t2K2 1 ~ i<~L,  
~2Afl L+I  ~ i~<N.  
Thus 
N 
SN2 = Z ~'~ = 2K2L + 2 Z Ai 2 ~'~ NO12 (as N --+ ~) .  
t =L+I  
Further, A (in Lemma 4) may be taken as 14K. Finally, from (3.2.14a), 
EYN = ~ EZ~ ~ = (fi + ~N)g. 
Thus Lemma 4 (and the definition of d (3.2.17a)) yield 
Pr*{SI} = Pr{YN >/dN} = Pr{(YN - -  EYN) > [01 + (e/2)](N log N) 1/2} 
exp{-- [01 + (e/2)]~(glog N)/2SN 2} + (231/2)(K/SN) 
= o[(log N/N)I/~]. 
Thus it remains to consider 
Let us again set 
Pr*{S2} = Pr*{i(U, V) > poN}. 
L 
YN = i{U; V) = ~, i{U~ ; V~), 
t=1 
and apply Lemma 4 with ~i = i{Ui ; Vi}. Then from (3.2.16), 
EY N = NR(fl + ~N). 
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Also we can write 
~1i = i{Ui ; Vi} = ½ log(hdK) + (U~2/2ai) - -  ½(Z~2/K). 
By direct calculation, we have 
( var~? i=a i  2 = 1 - -  ~ , 
so that 
SN~= E ai~ = E 1 - -  ~'~ N 1 - -  df = N022 
i=1 1 s(f) >~ K
(as N ~ oo). 
To obtain a bound on E [ ~h ] 3 for use in Lemma 4, note that E I ~/i ]s 
(E~7i4)3/4. By direct computation, 
Thus,  
Evi 4 -= 9 (1 _ _~_).K 2 
K 
E I ~i ]3 9a/4 ( \1 - -  -~f !  9a/4 [ K ]1/2 
~1 - -  -~--! ~< 93/4 : V q. ~< = 
var ~/i (1 -~)  
Thus  we may take h in Lemma 4 to be ~/27. With y = Oo N -- R(fl -}- ~N)N, 
we have f rom Lemma 4, 
pr ,{S2 } ~< e_u2mN2 q_ ~ V/~-- ~ 1 
SN 
= exp --  + O(N-1/~) 
= o 
Thus  we have shown that 
Pr*{S,} = o[(log N/N) ' I  2] 
(i = 1, 2, 3), and Lemma 1 is established. 
643/2o]3-2 
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3.3 Proof of Lemma 2 
Let Yn = (Bo + e)[(10g N/N)1~ ] and write 
f 1 f [Ix [] 2 Ps(x)dx 1N ,qlxl] ~Ps(x) dx=~ BnSo 
+ ~[" o ° tl x 7 Ps(x) dx, 
where the event 
So = {11 x ]I~/N <~ R~(O) + YN}. 
Now the first integral 
i f II x I/~ Ps(x) dx ~ (R~(O) + yN)Pr{B c~ So} 
N BC~So 
(Ro(O) -t- 7N)Pr{B}. 
The second integral 
' f  f "nso ° I1 x l[ ~ P~(x) dx ~ So ~ I[ x II 2 P~(x) dx. 
But, 
t] X [1 ~ 1 [ Rs(O) E N -- N : l[ x I] 2 Ps(x) dx, 
[[x[[2~(R(O)-yNJN 
(3.3.1) 
(3.3.2) 
(3.3.3) 
i f  +~ So~ [I x I1~ Ps(x) dx" (3.3.4) 
l IL X ~> o + (Rs(0) -- 7~) Vr ] N ( Rs(°  I < 
1 f 1/ + ~ I] x I[ 2 Ps(x) dx q- ~- so ° II x [[ 2 P~(x) dx, 
(R(O)--YN)N <~Iixll2 <~ (R(O)+YN) N 
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So that from (3.3.3) and (3.3.4), 
N BmSo' []x l[ z P,(x) dx ~< Re(O ) Pr N 
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) 
Re(O) >~ yN I + 7N. 
(3.3.5) 
Now we can overbound the probability in (3.3.5) using Lemma 4. Set 
N 
¥N=I IX112=y,  G 2 
i=1  
(where the Ui are defined in Section 3.2.1). Then 
EG, = NR~(O). 
Letting Vi = Ui 2, 
so that 
ai 2 = E(~Ti - -  E~i )  2 = var ~]i = 2Ai 2, 
N N 
Sue= Z a '2=2ZAi  2~2N f s~(f) df = NBo ~. 
i=1  i=1  
Finally, A (in Lemma 4) may be taken as (14) sup S(f). Thus, withy = NyN, 
we have, from Lemma 4, 
pr t lJ XII 2 
N 
f 231 sup S(f) Re(O) >~ 7N <~ e -~2/2sN2-1- 2 SN 
= exp l-- (B° + e)Z(l°g N)(N)t -1- 0(N-1/2) 
2S N 2 t 
= [ logNi l /z  (3.3.6) 
ok N ] 
Thus combining (3.3.1), (3.3.2), (3.3.5) and (3.3.6) we have 
1 f (logN]l/z B I] x II 2 P~(x) dx ~ (g~(o) + 7N) Pr{B} + Yn + o \ N ] ' 
which is Lemma 2. 
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APPENDIX A: COMMENT ON LEMMA 3 
Lemma 3 is essentially Gallager's (1968) Lemma 9.3.1, with the appropriate 
choice of the distortion measure, test channel, etc. The difference between 
our Lemma 3 and Gallager's lemma is that we require our source code 
(quantizer) to satisfy [] Q l[ ~< aN and ]l u - Q(u)H ~ 1] u []. The first require- 
ment can be assured for our code by adding to Gallager's et "A"  [Eq. (9.3.8)] 
the condition "H v II > ~L." The second requirement is assured when we 
replace "M"  in Gallager's lemma by M -- 1 and add the vector O to the code. 
Let us remark that our Lemma 3 asserts the existence of a code with 
certain properties, whereas Gallager's Lemma 9.3.1 concerns a probability 
with respect o an ensemble of random codes. To obtain our result from 
Gallager's, observe the following. Let cC be a code and let f(c~) be a real- 
valued function defined on the set of possible codes. If c~ is chosen at random, 
then f(cc) is a random variable, and these must exist at least one code c~. 
such that 
f (~*)  ~< E(f). (A1) 
Using Gallager's notation, let c~ = {vz .... , vm} be a code and let 
f (T )  = Pr{D(u; v(u)) > Ld*} 
= Z QL(u), 
u:D(u;v(u))>La 
Then Pc[D > Ld] = El. Our result (the existence of a specific code) 
now follows from (A1). 
Let 
where 
APPENDIX B: DEmVATIW OV R(fi) 
fl/2 
R = g(f, K) log ~ df, 
--1 / '~ 
1, s ( f )  >~ K 
g(f, K) = O, S(f)  < K. 
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Then 
But 
so that 
Thus 
dR ~ S(~f)] 8g(f, K) log S(_~f)] df dK -- f [g(f' K) -~ [log + cq K • 
f [g(f, K)(-- ~)  Og S(~f)] = + ~ log df 
~- f Kg(f, K) df + f S( f ) ( l  - -  g(f, K)) dr, 
dR(B) dR/dK 1 
dfl d~/dK K ' 
which is what we needed in Section 3.2.3. 
RECEIVED: May 20, 1971 
R~(n) 
S(f) 
K~(tO 
C 
GLOSSARY 
EX(k) X(k + n), the covariance function of the source. 
the spectrum corresponding to R,(n), see (1.2). 
defined by fl ~- fEmin(Ko~, S(f)) dr. quality 
:o-g s( fh f [ m:n ~0, ~ ~--~: d:, the rate of the source. 
channel capacity. 
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8o 
p 
¢ 
01 , 0~, B o 
A 
X 
5: 
9 
Do 
DT 
a 
Ao 
8N 
YN 
A~ n), ,I~ i 
ld 
K~(Z) 
WYNER 
solution of R(fio) = C. 
rate at which channel processes inputs. 
parameter related to the channel defined in (2.10). 
parameters related to the source defined by Eqs. (1.7c-l.7e). 
g~(fio) 0 2 + 01 + B o + ~d~p~. 
source output N-vector. 
N-vector delivered by decoder to user. 
E I] X -- )~-[]2, the mean-squared error. 
N 
the quantizer or source encoder. 
1 ~-  E[l X -- Q(X)I] 2, mean-squared quantizing error. 
E I] Q(X) - J( I[ 2, mean-squared transmission error. 
N 
parameter in Theorem 1, see (2.5). 
K.(flo ) 02 + 01 -~- B 0 + a, another parameter in Lemma l. 
A o -- B 0 + e, parameter in Lemma 1. 
~/  parameter in Lemma 2. 
tog N 
(B 0 + e) N ' 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Eqs. (3.2.2). 
random N-vector whose entires are coordinates of X in its 
expansion in the Oi(i <~ i <~ N). 
(Ko~(fio) 02 + a + e)~/ logN,  parameter used in the proof of 
Lemma 1. 
1 ~ min(KN, A~N)). quantity defined by fi = ~-  i=1 
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